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PRODUCT FOCUS • MOTS

RIDER 
INSPIRED

Two very well-respected names 
in the motorcycle trials world 
from two different countries: 
Cesar Carmona from Spain and 
John R. Shirt from England, 
both with one vision – rider-
inspired clothing. Every idea, 
every vision on products comes 
from these two taking on 
board rider feedback to find 
the solutions to riding kit in the 
world of motorcycle trials. From 
top to toe they can provide the 
full package to suit riders of all 
ages, including crash helmets 
and boots, available in a wide 
range of colourways.

Words: Trials Media
Pictures: Mots Trials Media

TRIALENDURODIRECT
A motorcycle trials rider from a very young age, John R. Shirt is the man 
behind the TED (TrialEnduroDirect) brand which imports the clothing Mots 
from Spain. This idea for the website shop in 2007 added another arm to 
their successful importership of both the Gas Gas brand and aftermarket 
clothing and parts. Since the start of the Gas Gas importership in 1987, the 
Shirt family had strong relationships with the manufacturers of many 
Spanish products, and it was a natural progression to add the brand Mots in 
2010 to its growing portfolio. It proved a successful addition and remains 
very much a part of their business with a good-quality range of trials 
clothing to fulfil the needs of the rider in both the modern and classic world 
of the two-wheeled sport. The relationship with Mots started along with the 
brand and they have enjoyed a strong 13-year working relationship.
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Mots
A meeting of two very passionate Spanish motorcycle trials enthusiasts created the clothing 
brands Mots in 2010. Both have a very interesting background with a close association with the 
sport. Cesar Carmona has worked at the very top of the sport in the FIM Trial World Championship 
in a ‘minding’ role starting with Amos Bilbao, Marcel Justribo, Adam Raga and Jeroni Fajardo. For 
Meritxell Casas it was more direct as she was born into the sport as the daughter of Narcis Casas, 
one of the co-founders of Gas Gas.

ZONA2 BOOTS

GO2 ON3 HELMET 

STEP 7 GLOVES

PRO JACKET

STEP 7 PANTS

STEP 7 SHIRT
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Toni Bou (Repsol Honda-ESP): In his ‘Home’ the Cathedral 
of Dreams, the Palau Sant Jordi stadium in Barcelona.
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FIM X-Trial 

BOU 
TAKES 
TITLE 
#34
What a rider! Toni Bou (Repsol Honda-ESP) signed 
off his 2023 season with his hardest-fought win at 
round seven in France at Vendee with his sixth victory 
of a season in which he has claimed a 17th indoor 
world title. Despite the pressure to take the title at 
rounds five and six, he kept the second-place finisher 
in the FIM Championship Jaime Busto (GASGAS-
ESP) and third-place finisher Gabriel Marcelli (Repsol 
Honda-ESP) off the top spot of the podium. A clear 
winner at round five in Andorra, Marcelli closed in at 
the next round in Madrid as Bou denied him his first 
career FIM X-Trial win in the season finale at Vendee 
in the run-off. With the rider’s worst score dropped 
from the seven-round series, Bou secured the title in 
Madrid at round six giving him his 34th FIM Trial World 
Championship. They came, they saw, but no one could 
stop the Toni Bou show as he remains the rider with 
the biggest target on his back: six wins from seven 
starts in 2023 told its own story, the ‘king’ still reigns.

Article: Trials Media
Pictures: X-Trial, Pep Segales, Fili, Montesa-Honda GASGAS

Toni Bou (Repsol Honda-ESP).

INTERNATIONAL SPORT • 2023 FIM X-TRIAL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
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2023 FIM X-TRIAL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP • INTERNATIONAL SPORT
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EVOLUTION 
OF A 
WINNER

From an idea to the drawing board, to a prototype, to production, to a winner, that sums up the life 
of the motorcycle manufacture Vertigo. Born off the back of a dream for the Spanish brand’s owner, 
Manel Jane, who wanted a high-class trials motorcycle to suit a wide range of riders, the machines are 
now very much a mainstay of the modern trials world. Founded in 2013 and presented in 2014, Vertigo 
soon became a winner in the hands of Dougie Lampkin MBE at the 2015 Scottish Six Days Trial. Over 
the next few years, the machines became more popular as rider confidence grew in the brand and the 
winning continued, endorsed more recently with Jack Price’s third consecutive win at the gruelling 2023 
Scott trial. What we have today in the Vertigo name is what most would argue is the most technically 
advanced two-stroke trials motorcycle on the market. For this quick spin we decided to go for the 250cc 
version of the Vertigo Nitro Works model as this size of engine is the one which would suit the majority 
of riders. Finding a Vertigo ‘virgin’ was not easy. We wanted someone who had never ridden one of 
the green machines before. A Beta rider for most of his riding career, it was while talking to Dan Clark 
recently that he mentioned that he had never ridden a Vertigo. We had found the ‘virgin’. On a very chilly 
day in December in deepest Yorkshire, we married Dan to the Vertigo to find out his thoughts.

Words: John Hulme, Dan Clark, John Bannister • Pictures: Yoomee

QUICK SPIN • VERTIGO NITRO WORKS 2024
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Since the early days of the fuel-injected Ossa almost a decade 
ago, none of the other trials manufacturers – apart from Vertigo 
– has moved to the electronic delivery of fuel into the cylinder 
barrel until more recently. On the four-stroke side, the Montesa 
Cota 4RT has successfully used this system so why not on a 
two-stroke? Since the very beginning the Vertigo has used EFI – 
electronic fuel injection – and it has not always proved easy. After 
some initial problems with the earlier models, the Spanish 
motorcycle manufacture is now leading the way in what they see 
as an investment for the future. Sooner than later, all two-stroke 
motorcycles will have to use EFI as the old mechanical way of fuel 
delivery, by way of the carburettor, is put into the history books.

WHAT’S NEW
As we have seen in the past, the evolution of any trials model 
produces superb results as minor changes prove more significant 
than major ones. Refinement of anything just makes something 
good even better and that is the case with this 2024 Vertigo Nitro 
Works model. It still uses the standout trademark trellis tubular-
steel frame which houses the lightweight two-stroke engine and 
also the high-mounted air filter intake system found up around 
the machine’s headstock. The engine is a very compact unit, and 
it always amazes everyone the way that it fits so snuggly into the 
frame. The fuel tank is still located as a more central mass 
position under the seat area with its low centre of gravity. 
Improvements in the two-stroke engine’s performance for 2024 
include new power maps which, over a variety of configurations, 
provide settings to suit riders of all abilities; a new injection 
calibration body supports this. The use of the new calibration 
body ensures instant response from the throttle and the power 
needed to take you through the most demanding of hazards. The 
layout of the power unit has also been optimised which, in turn, 
also aids the cooling and performance in all conditions. Dan Clark test rider and ‘Yoomee’ photographer.

Smooth and stable.

VERTIGO NITRO WORKS 2024 • QUICK SPIN
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Valenti Fontsere 

A MINE OF INFORMATION

It is a privilege to be able to work in an industry and a sport that I am so passionate about. Meeting people with that same feeling for motorcycle trials is what makes it all worthwhile. The news that my old friend Giulio Mauri had passed away in 2012 was a very sad day but out of this I made a new friend in Valenti Fontsere, proving that life can be very cruel but also very kind. Over the next decade, we would share our stories and photographs as Valenti was made the custodian of the Giulio Mauri photo collection. 

Much to my delight he opened the archive to the readers of Trial and Classic Trial Magazine and the relationship remains as strong as ever in 2024. We meet whenever we can. I have been friends with Mario Candellone and his partner Agnese Andrione since they introduced the new in 1994 Photo Trial books. When I launched the magazines, they were very supportive. Speaking with Mario recently at the Costa Brava Two Day Trial, he asked me if I wanted to use an article he had generated on Valenti Fontsere. Of course I did.

Words: John Hulme and Mario CandellonePictures: Jean-Claude Commeat Todo Trial Yoomee Fontsere Family Giulio Mauri

MEETING • VALENTI FONTSERE
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Lampkin Trio Join S3
For the first time ever, Dougie Lampkin MBE and his two sons Alfie, and his younger brother Frasier, will share the same clothing brand across Trials and Enduro with S3. Based in Girona, Spain, S3 will supply the three riders with both clothing and hard parts for the next three years until the end of the 2026 season, with an option to extend the relationship further at the end of the initial term. A winner of 12 FIM World Trials Championships and 14 Scottish Six Days Trials, Dougie will return to the Highland event in search of his 15th victory in May. He will also endorse the S3 products in his various event, shows and film projects. Alfie will continue with his trials career and move up into the FIM Trial2 World Championship class, as well as competing in the ACU British Trials Championship and other events. He will also compete alongside his father in the ‘Scottish’. Fifteen-year-old Frasier will represent the famous Lampkin family at national Enduro events as he continues to make a name for himself in the off-road world. The official S3 importer into the UK, John R Shirt, has been a key player in bringing the two parties together and will support them at off-road events during the course of the year.S3 founder and owner Michel Kaufman: “The name Lampkin is very important in all off-road motorcycling and one that is globally recognised. To be able to welcome Dougie, Alfie and Frasier to the S3 brand and family is something we are very proud of. I would also like to thank John R Shirt for helping to make this dream come true.”Dougie Lampkin MBE: “This is a special moment for my two boys and me: to have S3 recognise the future potential of Alfie and Frasier in their chosen sports. And to have included me in more of an ambassador role is something we can all be very proud of for the future. I would like to say a big thank you to Michel and the S3 family for believing in me and my sons.” 

Scorpa Trial 2024
In 2023, Scorpa created a completely new trials motorcycle with a new engine, new chassis and a total new design. For 2024 they have made several improvements to get the most out of this new motorcycle.

New features for 2024: Air filter, support and cage that provides better sealing; Optimized electrical wiring system; NEKEN handlebars for improved riding comfort; Fuel pump; Aluminium Fuel Pump Connector; Voltage regulator; Domino ‘Soft’ throttle body for improved control and comfort; Enhanced racing design graphics; Stronger forged steel kickstart gear and kickstart lever design for improved starting; Reinforced clutch cover – 250/300 Models; Fuel injector; Improved mapping for a more progressive power delivery; Dual-Spark electronic configuration to optimise engine performance at low and medium engine speeds.

Team Vertigo UK
Headed by the legend and official UK importer that includes Dougie Lampkin MBE, Vertigo UK will be supporting a team of five riders in 2024. Alongside Dougie will be his son Alfie, Richard Sadler, Sam Yeomans and Charlie Smith. While Afie will concentrate on the FIM Trial World Championship and the ACU British Championship, along with the rest of the team he will also compete in selected events through the UK including the Scottish Six Days and Scott trials on the Spanish machines.
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Talk about coming out with all guns blazing! Great Britain’s top trials rider, Toby Martyn, brilliantly took the win at the International Indoor in Chambery, France, on Saturday night of 6th January 2024, beating the world champion Toni Bou in a blistering final. This was his first major indoor victory on the four-stroke Montesa Honda UK supported machine. Showing that he is becoming more accustomed to the indoor trials environment, he backed this up one week later with a second-place finish behind Jaime Busto (GASGAS-ESP), once again beating Toni Bou in Toulouse, France. 
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NEWS • THE WORLD OF TRIALS
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Big Bazza D takes the TXP-24 up a stream bed 

TESTED | OSET TXP RANGE
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In the modern world of 2024, it’s quite hard to believe that, by the end of March 1984, four FIM World Trials Championship rounds had taken place in Spain, Belgium, Britain and Ireland. Snow did not stop play at the opener in Spain, or one week later in Belgium before the month finished with cold and wet rounds in Britain and Ireland. Times were changing in the trials world as tyre technology was at fever pitch. The development of a new era of single rear shock absorber machines was about to take us into the retro world and to make the tried-and-tested classic twin-shock suspension arrangement a distant memory. Honda’s trials superstar Eddy Lejeune from Belgium was still the major attraction as he and the Japanese four-stroke machine set out to make it a straight three FIM World Championship wins and match the record set by Finland’s Yrjo Vesterinen, who won on the Bultaco from 1976 to 1978. With the Italian motorcycle manufacturer SWM in dire financial difficulty, soon to be followed by Fantic, the trials world saw very turbulent times as the season opened.

1984 FIM WORLD TRIALS CHAMPIONSHIP SNOW STARTER IN SPAIN AND BELGIUM

Words: John Hulme • Pictures: Toon Van De Vliet – Eric Kitchen – Yoomee Archive – Mauri/Fontsere Collection and the Giulio Mauri Copyright

RETRO • 1984 FIM WORLD TRIALS CHAMPIONSHIP

Eddy Lejeune (Honda-BEL): 1982 and 1983 FIM World Trials Champion. Eddy Lejeune (Honda-BEL): Winning in Belgium had put him at the head of the championship table.

Eddy Lejeune (Honda-BEL): Looking good in his new red-and-white Ellgren riding kit.
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TXP – THE NEXT GENERATION
You just know that when an OSET email arrives with news that they have a new model launch it will be something special. OSET (Oliver Smith Electric Trials) was originally formed in 2006 by the forward-thinking and imaginative brain of Ian Smith. He had the vision and energy to build an electric-powered trials motorcycle for his young son Oliver. As they say, the rest is history. OSET gave the learner side of motorcycle trials an ideal machine to bring a huge number of younger riders into the sport. In turn we have seen over the years emerging talents such as Toby Martyn, Billy Green, the Hemingway boys Harry and George go on to become FIM World Trials Champions, all off the back of those OSET years. Roll the dice forward and when the opportunity came for OSET to become a part of Triumph Motorcycles in more recent times, Ian Smith set about designing the next generation of the hugely successful OSET range of electric motorcycles. Exciting times, I think you will all agree, and a just reward for the Smith family who gave up their lives since 2006 to take the trials world into a new era with their vision of the future.

Words: OSET and Yoomee
Pictures: OSET

ELECTRIC • OSET
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1983 FIM WORLD TRIALS CHAMPIONSHIP HONDA HIT THE DOUBLE TOP
Words: John Hulme and Eric Kitchen
Pictures: Mauri/Fontsere Collection and the Giulio Mauri Copyright Toon Van De Vliet Yoomee Archive

Eddy Lejeune (Honda-BEL)  (1)

INTERNATIONAL • 1983 FIM WORLD TRIALS CHAMPIONSHIP
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JACK PEACE 

2023 ACU BRITISH 
TRIALS CHAMPION
My adventure in the publishing world has allowed me to watch 

the growth of some very young trials riders into both FIM World 

and ACU British Trials Champions. I had ridden with Tim Peace 

way back in the day and I noted that both his two boys, Dan the 

elder and Jack, were coming through the ACU Youth system and 

winning along the way. In 2022 Dan moved away from trials and 

into the Enduro world but for Jack, his dogged determination 

to succeed was rewarded in 2023 with the ACU Trial GB British 

Championship. The season had witnessed some highs and 

lows, and he missed the much sought-after FIM Trial2 World 

Championship on the last day at the last round. Staying loyal to 

Sherco, Jack has his sights in 2024 firmly set on another ACU 

Trial GB title and then, finally, the gold medal that is awarded for 

winning the FIM Trial2 World Championship.

Words: John Hulme with Jack Peace

Pictures: Trials Media, Nige Pearson Photography, Christian Valeri

Full throttle commitment in the opening round of the 2023 

ACU British Championship.

CATCH-UP • JACK PEACE
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ACU TRIAL GB BRITISH 
CHAMPION: HOW DOES THAT 

SOUND?
Jack: “With my name on it in 2023, it sounds 

brilliant. I started out with my first full adult 

season in the BTC in 2017 taking my first 

win in 2019 at the year end. 2023 has been 

a great British Championship season with a 

good variety and level of sections around the 

country. I really enjoy how the championship 

takes us to a variety of different venues, testing 

both modern and more traditional styles 

of riding to help make a complete series. I 

sent out a strong message at the start of the 

season, winning the first two rounds and also 

taking the extra points for the best single 

laps. Finishing second in round three was 

not a disaster as once again I scored an extra 

point for the best lap. Wins at rounds four and 

five gave me extra confidence and my worst 

result was eventually dropped from round 

six. Two second-place finishes at the last two 

rounds secured the championship with a clear 

advantage. I was happy.”

TELL US ABOUT YOUR FIM TRIAL2 

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SEASON

Jack: “I am sure you appreciate my huge 

disappointment at not winning after being at 

the cutting edge of the championship all season. 

I rode very well all year and was consistent with 

lots of podiums. After a good season I had set 

myself up well and it was frustrating to have a 

bad final day that stopped me from getting the 

overall win. Still, there are lots of positives to 

take from another medal in Trial2 and all the 

good rides and results I’ve put in this year.”

In safe hands with Jamie Miller ‘minding’.

Spain was the opening round of the 2023 FIM Trial2 World Championship.

2023 ACU Trial GB British Champion.

2023: On the top spot of the podium in Spain on day two.

JACK PEACE • CATCH-UP

A STRONG TEAM
They had a strong team of supported trials riders in the various 

centres throughout the UK, headed by Dave Thorpe along with Geoff 

Chandler, Geoff Guy, Peter Salt, Geoff Monk and the Wilkinson brothers. 

With Dave Thorpe’s move to Bultaco in 1975, Ossa now had no front 

runner in the UK. A new young rider, John Reynolds, had appeared 

from a successful schoolboy career and this would be the main focus 

of support. He would ride the Holden cantilever Ossa as he found 

his feet in the adult trials world. During 1975, sales remained strong, 

but in truth the brand was missing a top rider in both the FIM World 

Trials and British Championship, and loyal supporters of the Spanish 

manufacturer began to look to other machines. 1976 was a repeat of the 

previous year as machine sales continued to fall. In Spain they tried to 

tempt the French Champion, Charles Coutard, to Ossa and also Mick 

Andrews but both declined. Eventually, in 1977, a new 310 model was 

added to the 250 which had some small updates, such as laid-down rear 

shock absorbers, improved front forks and plastic mudguards. It was 

not enough to tempt potential buyers as John Reynolds came so close 

to winning the opening round of the FIM World Trials Championship 

in Ireland where he finished second. He was riding the Holden-funded 

Cantilever machine. This is what the public wanted but it was not 

financially viable to make it into production. 1977 turned into a very 

difficult year for Ossa UK with the problems associated with the factory 

– very few machines or spare parts left the factory.

FOLLOWING THE 
FOUR LEAF CLOVER
We bring you the second part of the Ossa UK 

story as Cliff and his son Roger become major 

players in the UK as the Spanish manufacturer’s 

official importers. It may have been a boom 

time for trials but, as you are about to find out, 

it was not all plain sailing. In the face of slow 

development work, Ossa UK started to carry 

out its own modifications with both reed-valve 

induction engines and cantilever, single-shock 

machines. Supported by the 60-strong dealer 

network, the sales machine went into overdrive. 

In its first year of trading, 800 Ossa off-road 

models passed though Ossa UK, with 650 of 

them 250cc MAR trials models. Off the back of 

this success, it also started to import the Kreidler 

moped models through the same premises.

Words: Yoomee and Roger Holden

Pictures: Malcolm Carling Andy Gregory John Hulme Eric Kitchen Ossa 

Alan Vines Toon Van De Vliet Yoomee Archive

IMPORTERS • PART TWO OSSA UK
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ABOVE: Cliff Holden on 

the right shows the way 

to Moto-Cross rider John 

Banks.

RIGHT: 1976: At the SSDT, 

Ossa UK supported the 
factory riders from abroad 

including Thore Evertson 

on the left with Cliff 
Holden.

LEFT: 1976: Thore 
Evertson (Ossa-SWE) 
finished fifth at the SSDT 

with support from Ossa UK.

BELOW: The 1977 brochure 

for the Ossa 350 Trial.
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Bultaco 133 

WHISPERING WONDER
Words: Yoomee 
Pictures: Yoomee Archive Dusty Miller The Nick Nicholls Collection at Mortons Archive Juan Luis Gaillard www.bultaco.cat
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MEETING
VALENTI FONTSERE

REMEMBERING
BARRY ROBINSON

AUDIENCE REACH


